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0 +12 trainer - download. gameplay-facilitating trainer for mafia ii: definitive edition.
this trainer may not necessarily work with your copy. game trainers & unlockers: mafia
ii v +13 trainer; mafia ii: definitive edition v +13 trainer; mafia ii. mafia 2 definitive
edition (+12 trainer) [fling]. this is the official discussion topic of the mafia ii trainer
and cheats in the wemod app. please post any suggestions, bug reports. mafia ii:
definitive edition - trainer +12 v {fling}. our rating: 1; 2; 3; 4; 5. game: mafia 2.
posted: may file size: kb. due to the unavailability of numpad keys on some laptops,
trainers are difficult to use properly, and most people end up using keyboard re-
mappers which messes up stuff with their registry, and some even recommend
plugging in external keyboards. you may have noticed the big yellow exclamation
point next to our logo in the top right of this page. this is because this trainer is
currently beta-testing the editor! if you see a big exclamation point next to something,
its most likely because it's in beta and will be changed soon. don't worry, it'll be back
to normal soon. the only way to be certain a beta-version of the trainer is safe is to
download it from our website. this trainer is no longer beta testing! you no longer have
to worry about the big exclamation mark next to our logo in the top right. all our
trainers are fully tested and safe to use, and they work on all versions of the game.
mafia ii: definitive edition. this trainer may not necessarily work with your copy. mafia
ii: definite edition + trainer +12 fling by [fling]. our rating: 1; 2; 3; 4; 5. game: mafia 2.
posted: may file size: kb.
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the numpad trainer has to be installed into the target mafia ii folder, usually in the
program files folder. when it is done, it should be installed in the same folder, if not

then you need to fix it. you can find a trainer with the same functionality, for example
below is the list of cheats and trainers that don't have the numpad support, but the
add key trainer does. as you may have guessed, by default the trainer is setup to go
with the player movement controls. to change this, you'll need to edit the trainer's
script file. in this case, you'll need to find the autohotkey script file, and open it in a

text editor. you'll probably need to use the "printscreen" button, and open the file with
notepad, or another text editor. the '&numpad' refers to the & character, which has a
keycode of 38. this means that you need to use the &numpad as if it was the numpad,
but using any key on the numpad, with the exception of &, will cause the trainer to fail.

if the trainer doesn't work, you can try the trainer, or search for a trainer with the
same functionality. for example, below is the list of cheats and trainers that don't have
the numpad support, but the add key trainer does. i don't know if this is good or bad,
but i think it's a good idea to add a instruction on how to use the trainer. for example,
you can add the cheat keys, you can add some instructions for that trainer and some

for that trainer. and it would be nice if there was a tutorial on the main page.
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